
 

Review Guide 
 
Greetings, Razer Edge reviewer! 

You’ve probably already opened it, held it, played around with it, thought about fleeing the 

country and never sending it back, and who could blame you? The world’s first tablet, 

designed for PC gamers, is yours to review. 

Design Features 

The story behind the Razer Edge is not a common one for such a groundbreaking piece of 

technology. At CES 2012, the Edge was dubbed “Project Fiona” and blew people away at the 

show, taking home four “Best of CES” awards. 

The accolades and attention showed just how much of a market there was for a high-end 

tablet designed for gaming, and the Razer engineering team went to work to perfect what 

would be the most powerful tablet in the world. Less than a year later, with the design phase 

nearing its conclusion, Razer went an unprecedented route and asked its community for its 

feedback. 

 

 

 



What internal specs would you like to see? Which features do you want to see included? 

What price point what you pay?  

These were some of the questions asked to our gaming community, and that call to action 

was answered emphatically. Because of the enormous interest and feedback we received, 

we’re confident we’ve incorporated the things PC gamers want in their gaming tablet. 

Our design philosophy at Razer never changes: we make things For Gamers, By Gamers. 

What is the Razer Edge? 

It’s a PC. It’s a Tablet. It’s a Console. It’s a full-feature PC and the most powerful tablet of its 

kind in the world. What’s more, it has four modes specially designed for PC and console 

gamers and is able to run all PC games and applications. Seriously. 

 

 

 

The Razer Edge was introduced in January 2012 at CES as Project Fiona—the world’s first 

tablet designed for PC gamers by PC gamers—where it received CNET’s “Best of CES 2012” 

People’s Voice Award, Stuff magazine’s “Hot Stuff” Award, IGN magazine’s “Best of CES” 

award and Laptop magazine’s “Best of CES award.”  

You can now take your PC games with you wherever you go, whether it’s on the plane, at the 

library, or on your next business trip. Because of that, the Razer Edge is exactly what it 

claims to be: The world’s first tablet designed for PC gaming. 

When reviewing the Razer Edge, take the time to experience the three biggest features that 

help make the gaming tablet the most premium product in its class: 

Edge video overview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE


1.) The Most Powerful Tablet in the World 

Don’t be stuck with only Angry Birds the next time you decide to game on-the-go with your 

tablet. Take the latest hardcore PC games with you, and play any of your favorite titles 

anytime, anywhere. 

The Razer Edge is the only tablet in the world running on Intel Core processors and 

dedicated NVIDIA GeForce graphics. That means you’ll be able to play games like Battlefield 

3TM on medium settings, and get 30+ frames per second from anywhere you choose for a 

fluid gaming experience. 

 

 

 

The Razer Edge is also the only tablet in existence that features full-force feedback in each of its 

integrated dual gaming controllers so every bump you drive over, sword attack you block, and 

explosion you walk away from is giving you an immersive and intense gaming experience.  

 

Gaming audio on the Edge crushes the standard tablet audio of today. With enhanced speakers and 

Dolby 7.1 surround sound support through HDMI, you’ll experience the next generation in PC 

gaming, all included in a tablet form factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.) Runs All PC Games and Applications 

By way of a Windows 8 operating system with X86 architecture, a broad array of today’s most 

popular PC games will run natively on the Razer Edge without the need to be ported, 

optimized or developed anew.  

 

 

 

Powerful Intel core processors will help ensure even the more advanced, full-fledged PC 

games will function at full capacity, and NVIDIA GeForce graphics will offer striking visual 

clarity—a first for tablet gaming and a godsend for the world’s 300 million-plus PC gamers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.) It’s a Tablet.  

The Razer Edge redefines how you control your tablet. Powered by Intel Core processors 

and NVIDIA GeForce graphics, the Razer Edge is the most powerful tablet in the world, 

period.  

 

 

 

The Razer Edge features Intel’s 3rd Generation Intel Core i5 and i7 processors, ensuring your 

games and media playback run with the most powerful processing performance you’ll find 

on a tablet. 

Use that power to connect to the world’s best-selling applications, including Netflix, 

Facebook, Skype, Spotify and more. Never worry again if there is an app for that, as this 

powerful Windows 8 tablet has you covered. 

All of that being said, the Razer Edge functions incredibly well as a tablet. Play your favorite 

touch-enabled games or watch books on the Edge’s beautiful 10.1-in. screen. Relax after a 

hard day and watch a movie, where the Edge’s phenomenal speakers deliver an audio 

experience unlike any other tablet. 

Tablet mode overview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=0m30s 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=0m30s


It’s a PC. 

To be released in Q3, the Keyboard Dock transforms the Razer Edge into an ultra-portable 

laptop, powerful enough to play today’s latest titles, anywhere. 

 

 

 

Optimized for all PC games and applications, the convertible keyboard dock with reflective 

acoustics and LED backlit keys gives hardcore gamers the action they crave on-the-go. Each 

key is fully programmable through Synapse 2.0, allowing for fully customized key binds, 

macros and full anti-ghosting capabilities. 

This mode features a traditional keyboard and mouse docking option, supporting a 

removable 40Wh battery and optimization for MMOs and other mouse-reliant titles.  

 

Pack the Edge in the keyboard dock, and take the world’s most powerful tablet with you to 

school or work. Take notes during class, then take a break and finish a few quests on your 

favorite MMO title, such as Rift. With the Keyboard Dock and the Razer Edge, you’ve got the 

most portable gaming laptop in the world. 

 

PC mode overview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=1m10s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=1m10s


It’s a Mobile Console 

 

The first-of-its-kind PC gaming tablet with integrated dual controllers is definitely not for 

playing casual games about unhappy birds or zombie-killing flora.  

Engineered with intuitive game controllers attached on both sides of the multi-touch display 

this tablet offers the ultimate tablet gaming experience. Other tablets force you to use 

touchscreens and accelerometers for gaming, which is great for casual gaming but 

impossible for hardcore PC gaming. This constrains you to casual games that can be played 

with limited navigation and control capabilities.  

 

 

 
 

 

Adapted from a full featured PC gamepad, The Razer Edge’s ergonomically designed 

integrated dual controllers coupled with its advanced multi-touch screen are designed to 

make complex game navigation intuitive without compromising on the portability of the 

tablet. You'll be able to carry out headshots and command troops in-game with ease.  

 

The Razer Edge, with its Gamepad Controller, offers the most immersive mobile PC gaming 

experience in the world today. Pop the Edge into its mobile console dock and take your game 

with you. Play popular titles today like Dishonored, Dirt Showdown and Call of Duty: Black 

Ops on a subway, in a cab or on a plane. Traveling was never this much fun. 

 

Mobile Console mode overview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=1m38s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=1m38s


It’s a Home Console 

 

Finally, the Razer Edge can be docked in a station, which serves as a full desktop and 

charging resource with three USB 2.0 ports, an HDMI 1.4 input, and mic-in and mic-out 

ports.  

 

Take advantage of those extra ports and hook the Edge up to an external display. Add your 

favorite mouse and keyboard for a full desktop experience. Write emails, put together 

PowerPoint presentations or play your favorite PC games today, all on the world’s tiniest 

desktop replacement. 

 

 

 
 

 

Hook the Razer Edge up to the big screen via HDMI on the home dock and pair the tablet 

with multiple gamepad controllers (our Sabertooth controllers work excellent in this regard) 

and tagteam PC games with your friends for a complete home console gaming experience.  

 

With all of those capabilities, the Razer Edge is the most versatile tablet on the planet! 

 

Home mode overview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=2m19s 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83ttN9m25vE&t=2m19s


Product Features 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Edge Edge Pro 

Processor Intel Core i5-3317U  

(Dual core w/ Hyper Threading) 

Base 1.7GHz / Turbo 2.6GHz 

Intel Core i7-3517U   

(Dual core w/ Hyper Threading) 

Base 1.9GHz / Turbo 3.0GHz 

Memory 4GB DDR3 (2x2GB 1600MHz) 8GB DDR3 (2x4GB 1600MHz) 

Video Intel HD4000 (DX11) 
NVIDIA GT 640M LE (1GB DDR3, 

Optimus Technology) 

Intel HD4000 (DX11) 
NVIDIA GT 640M LE (2GB DDR3, 

Optimus Technology) 

Display • 10.1” (IPS, 1366x768) 

• 10-point capacitive touch 

• 10.1” (IPS, 1366x768) 

• 10-point capacitive touch 

Operating 

System 
Windows 8 Windows 8 

Storage 64GB SSD (SATA-III) 128GB/256GB SSD (SATA-III) 

Network Intel WLAN (802.11b/g/n + BT4) Intel WLAN (802.11b/g/n + BT4) 

Others • Stereo speakers 

• Codec supports 7.1 (via 

HDMI) 

• HD Webcam (front-

facing, 2MP) 

• Array microphones  

• Dolby Home Theater v4 

• USB 3.0 x1 (green, 

SuperSpeed) 

• Audio jack (3.5mm, 4-

pole, stereo out / mic in) 

• Stereo speakers 

• Codec supports 7.1 (via 

HDMI) 

• HD Webcam (front-

facing, 2MP) 

• Array microphones  

• Dolby Home Theater v4 

• USB 3.0 x1 (green, 

SuperSpeed) 

• Audio jack (3.5mm, 4-

pole, stereo out / mic in) 



Razer Lab Tests 

Civilization V 

Default Graphic Settings  

– 33 fps 

 

Rift 

High Graphics Settings 

– 50 fps 

 

 



Dishonored 

Default Graphics Settings 

– 60 fps 

 

Dirt Showdown 

High Graphics Settings 

– 50 fps 

 

 



Thank you for reading, and for taking the time to review the newest Razer Edge. We 

want your time with the Razer Edge to be as educational as possible, so if you have 

any issues at all with the product or need technical assistance, please contact me 

directly. All of my information is listed below. 

The entire Razer team hopes that you enjoy your Razer Edge experience. If you need 

any assistance with the Razer Edge or have any questions at all, feel free to reach 

out to us. Our contact information is listed below, thanks!  

 

Contact Information 

Kevin Scarpati 

Razer Public Relations Specialist 

Kevin.Scarpati@razerzone.com 

760.579.0180 Ext. 140 

Brian Jang 

Razer Product Marketing Manager 

Brian.Jang@razerzone.com 

760.579.0180 Ext. 156 

Heathcliff Hatcher 

Razer Product Marketing Director 

Heathcliff.Hatcher@razerzone.com 

(760) 579 0180 x 148 

 

 

 

 

 


